
INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR USING THE AVATAR DRYSUIT 
AT DEEPSPOT



THE AVATAR DRY SUIT YOU ARE ABOUT TO  
DIVE IN:

/ is here for you to have a chance to try it out, which we are 
very happy about

/ it serves many people who want to take advantage of this 
chance, so we ask you to take care and attention when using 
it in the pool

/ it should be properly prepared before diving and then 
returned fully operational, so please follow the rules below:

BEFORE DONNING THE DRYSUIT: 

/ check the overall condition of the suit:

/ examine carefully all the seals and zipper for any existing 
damage - we don’t want water to get inside, if there are 
any irregularities, report them to the support staff before 
diving

/ check the tightness of both valves in the suit - too loose 
valves may cause leakage

/ tighten them additionally just in case 



/ make sure that:

/ the zipper is completely undone
/ the suspenders are outside of the open suit

DONNING THE SUIT: 
/ find a comfortable space, preferably with a seating area 
/ hold the suit with both hands with the zipper facing forward 
/ wet the leg seals with pool water and, while seated, insert the 

legs one by one into the legs, pulling them up to thigh height: 
/ take special care when pulling the seals over the feet to 
avoid ripping or tearing

/ we recommend strong expansion with your hands

/ stand up, pull the legs up to your waist and then put the 
suspenders over your shoulders

 / adjust the length of the suspenders to your own height



/ pull the trunk of the suit up as high as possible and proceed 
to put on the top part of the suit

/ wet the seals of the sleeves 
/ put your left hand into the sleeve (women’s right hand first), 

pulling the top of the sleeve up to shoulder height and 
correcting the position of the cuff, then put your other hand 
in, pulling the sleeve up the same way

/ use both hands to grasp the inner structure of the neck seal 
and pull it over your head, preferably leaning slightly forward 
to make it easier to pull the body and protect the tension on 
the zipper

/ position the neck seal correctly, if you feel it is slightly too 
loose use the neoprene adjustment strap

/ position the telescopic torso: pull it up, then fold the fabric 
inside and drape it over the pocket

/ fasten the crotch strap buckle, which will hold the 
telescope in place



/ carefully fasten the zipper all the way down

/ check the function of the outlet valve as follows:  
/ open the outlet valve
/ kneel down and check that air is released through the 
valve 

 
 
 
 

/ adjust the opening of the valve according to your needs
/ connect the inflation system hose to the inlet valve

/ check that the connection is good by squeezing it twice

Put on the rest of your equipment and get 
in the water!

DOFFING THE SUIT 
/ remove all instruments and external equipment 
/ disconnect the inflation hose from the inlet valve
/ unzip the zipper slowly and completely upwards
/ unfasten the crotch strap buckle and pull the suit top up as 

high as possible to expand the telescope



/ lean forward slightly, grasp the upper part of the neck seal 
with all fingers of both hands (thumbs out!)

/ tilt your head and pull the seal over your head vigorously 
while holding it with both hands

/ avoid gripping with your fingernails, which may damage 
the seal

/ pull down the right sleeve first, then the left sleeve (reverse 
in a women’s suit) carefully and slowly taking the seals down 
first and then the sleeves

/ do not pull forcefully to avoid damaging the cuffs!
/ avoid grabbing with your fingernails when removing 
sleeves

/ unhook the suspenders, pull the pants down to mid-thigh and 
sit down to remove the legs one at a time

/ remove the seals one at a time by expanding them with your 
hands and step out of the suit

/ after removing the suit, check for any damage and return the 
suit




